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Abstract. This paper presents the results of a study of the compressive strength of concrete 
in a cyclic solar chamber. The analysis of the existing types of industrial solar chambers is 
carried out and the main structural elements are considered. The method of calculating the 
solar chamber for the production of concrete products is presented. Experiments were 
carried out on heavy concrete compositions using MC-Bauchemie superplasticizers 
additives: MC-PowerFlow 3100 and MC-PowerFlow 2695. The samples were kept in a 
cyclical solar chamber. The strength of concrete was determined at different periods of 
concrete hardening. A comparative analysis of the results of the compressive strength of 
concrete in a solar and normal hardening chamber is carried out. 

 

Key words: green energy, cyclic solar chamber, heat treatment, superplasticizers, thermophysical 
processes. 

 

Introduction. 
Analysis of literature data showed that the precast concrete industry is a large 

consumer of thermal energy. The most energy-intensive process in this area is the 
technological process of heat treatment of products, which consumes more than 70% of the 
energy. About 90% of the total volume of reinforced concrete products (concrete goods) is 
treated with steam. Non-renewable natural energy sources are used to generate steam. 
Taking into account the growing increase in their cost, heat and humidity treatment should 
be recognized as energy-inefficient. In this regard, the problem of rational use of traditional 
fuel and energy resources and the inclusion of unconventional energy sources, such as solar 
and wind energy, deep earth heat and secondary heat of various production processes, is 
becoming more acute. Currently, there is a tendency to increase the use of renewable 
energy sources, primarily solar. The use of solar energy finds its application in various areas 
of production processes, which is especially important for the southern regions of Ukraine 
[1, 2]. 

Solar thermal treatment - heating concrete reinforced concrete products by direct 
influence of solar radiation through translucent or sun receivers. The simplest way to use 
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solar energy for preheating concrete products is to use helioforms, which consist of two 
main elements: the mold itself and the lid with a translucent heat-insulating coating or in 
molds using a moisture-proof sun-perceiving coating in combination with thermos holding. 
Polymer photovoltaic cells are a promising coating for visible spectrum applications 
because the absorption spectra of organic semiconductors, including polymers and low 
molecular weight types, are not continuous as in inorganic semiconductors. As a result, the 
organic structure is capable of transmitting visible light and absorbing invisible light such 
as infrared. According to the energy distribution of the solar spectrum, more than half of the 
sunlight is distributed in the infrared region. Therefore, the theoretical efficiency of 
polymeric photovoltaic cells with only absorption of infrared radiation can be as high as 
that of a device with only absorption of visible light. [3 - 5]. 

The main part of the helioform is solar cells, which are semiconductor photovoltaic 
cells designed to directly convert solar radiation into electrical energy. They are part of a 
wider range of photocell devices. Usually solar cells have a large receiving surface area and 
the most important parameters for them are temperature stability, the coefficient of 
conversion of light energy into electrical energy, radiation resistance, etc. Most often, solar 
cells are a structure of semiconductor materials that absorb solar radiation well, metal and 
dielectric layers ... If the device contains liquid solutions of electrolytes, they are called 
photo electrochemical converters. 

The operation of solid-state solar cells is based on the valve photoelectric effect. 
Light quanta absorbed by a semiconductor release electrons and holes from intracrystalline 
bonds and transfer them into a mobile state. After that, oppositely charged free charge 
carriers are spatially separated and move in opposite directions as a result of diffusion or 
drift in a force field, which should initially be present in a semiconductor [6]. 

The most important challenge for solar cells is to improve their efficiency. The 
efficiency of the photocell increases when concentrated sunlight is used, however, excess 
heat should be removed from the photocell. To date, scientists from the National 
Laboratory for the Study of Renewable Energy (USA) have achieved the highest efficiency 
rate and reached the level of 47% [7], in concentrated sunlight, thus setting a new blight 
record for solar panels. Among industrial designs, silicon-based cells show the best 
performance, although low-efficiency cells from cheaper conductors compete economically 
with mass production of high-efficiency and expensive solar cells. Industrial solar cells work 
using various solar cells, the main of which are silicon, monocrystalline, polycrystalline, 
amorphous film, polymer, photosensitized, which differ in efficiency and cost. When 
developing effective elements, efforts should be directed not only to their efficiency, but 
also to the compactness of systems. It is worth paying attention to plastic crystals, due to 
which it is possible to increase the compactness of systems and reduce the cost of their 
production [8 - 11]. 

Benefits of solar thermal treatment: 
- saving non-renewable fuel and energy resources, 
- the use of an environmentally friendly source of thermal energy, 
- reducing the cost of concrete products, 
- reduction of capital costs for the boiler house, heating main, etc. 
- allows you to abandon the traditional heat treatment of precast concrete elements 

in warm seasons in areas south of 50 ° north latitude. 
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For heating concrete products, it is necessary to perform a calculation. The 
calculation method consists of three parts: 
- calculation of the thermal balance of the chamber in which heat treatment is 

carried out. as a result of the calculation, the amount of energy required for heating is 
determined, 

- determine the amount of heat that can be received by the solar collector. Such data 
for given geographic coordinates are provided by NASA. For the main cities of Ukraine, 
information is widely distributed on the Internet [12], 

- find the area of solar collectors that will provide the required amount of energy. 
Heat balance equation [13]: 

 

Q = Q1 + Q2 + Q3 + Q4 + Q5 + Q6 + Q7 + Q8 + Q9 + Q10 + Q11 - Q12  (1) 
 

where Q1 is the heat consumption for heating the components of the raw concrete 
mix, Q2 is the heat consumption for heating the mixing water, Q3 is the heat consumption 
for the evaporation of some of the water, Q4 is the heat consumption for heating the 
reinforcement, Q5 is the heat consumption for heating the molds, Q6 is the heat, which is 
accumulated by the walls of the chamber, Q7 is the heat consumption for heating the 
chamber lid, Q8 is the heat consumption for heating the free space in the chamber, Q9 is the 
heat loss due to heat leakage through the leaks, Q10 is the heat loss to the environment by 
the chamber walls, Q11 is the heat loss into the environment by the chamber lid, Q12 - heat 
of exothermic reactions in concrete, Q - amount of energy required for heating, kJ / cycle. 

The amount of heat that can be received by the solar collector [14, 15]: 
 

 Эк = Е ∙ S ∙ η (2) 
 

where E is the average daily level of solar radiation, kWh / m2 / day, S is the working 
area of the solar collector, m2, η is the efficiency of the solar collector. 

The area of solar collectors that will provide the required amount of energy, m2. 
 

 S = Q / Eη (3) 
 

The experimental procedure was as follows: a laboratory model of a cyclic solar 
plant of the "Hot Box" type was installed. The design of the solar plant consisted of a 
wooden frame, on which a polyethylene film was stretched in two layers, with a gap 
between the layers of 2 cm. The size was assigned in such a way as to cover all three-piece 
molds with concrete mixture. The molds with the concrete mixture were placed in a solar 
plant and kept there until testing. Removal of samples for testing was carried out on 1, 3, 7, 
14, 28 days. For the compositions under study, twin control samples were made in parallel, 
which were stored in a normal hardening chamber with a temperature of 20 ± 3 ℃ and a 
humidity of 95 ± 5%. For the manufacture of samples, Portland cement grade 500, quartz 
sand and polycarboxylate additives from MC-Bauchemie (Germany) were used: a complex 
additive with a superplasticizer with an accelerated hardening effect MC-PowerFlow 3100 
and a superplasticizer MC-PowerFlow 2695. Samples of beams with a size of 40x40x160 
mm were made in accordance with the current standard [18]. The tests were carried out on 
verified equipment. The results were processed in Excel according to calculations in 
accordance with the current standard, the data are given as the arithmetic mean of all the 
results of one batch of samples. 
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Main material 
The results of tests of the compressive strength at 28 days for samples with the use 

of MC-PowerFlow 2695 additive showed an average strength of 26.5 MPa, which 
corresponds to the grade 250. Results of tests of the compressive strength at 28 days when 
using the complex additive MC-PowerFlow 3100 with acceleration effect of hardening, the 
corresponding grade of concrete was obtained on the 3rd day, and on the 28th day the 
average strength was 49.9 MPa, which corresponds to grade 450. For production, the rate of 
strength gain is one of the most important indicators, because the faster the product gains 
the stripping strength of 70-80% (for prefabricated reinforced concrete products) the more 
products the plant can produce. Samples using MC-PowerFlow 2695 additive gained 
stripping strength (on average 16.3 MPa) after 14 days of storage in a normal hardening 
chamber, samples using MC-PowerFlow 3100 additive achieved similar strength in 2-3 days, 
stripping strength (on average 35.4 MPa), the samples reached within 7 days of storage. 
When using the same formulations, samples with MC-PowerFlow 3100 additive showed 
accelerated build-up and a significant increase in strength compared to samples in which 
MC-PowerFlow 2695 additive was used, which, in turn, reduces cement consumption in the 
production of products. The results of the strength tests are given in table 1 and fig. 1. 

 

Table 1 

Concrete test results when stored in a normal hardening chamber 

Name W/B Days 
Compressive 
strength, MPa 

Name W/B Days 
Compressive 
strength, MPa 

MC-PowerFlow 
3100 

0,3 

1 12,6 

MC-PowerFlow 
2695 

0,32 

1 1,1 
3 27,8 3 5,1 
7 35,4 7 11,8 
14 41,6 14 16,3 
28 49,9 28 26,5 

 

 
Figure: 1. Comparison of the compressive strength of concrete versus its age, using 

additives of plasticizers, when storing samples in a normal hardening chamber. 
 

When storing samples in a solar chamber, due to heliothermal heating of samples, it 
was possible to achieve acceleration of concrete strength gain and to achieve tempering 
strength of 70 - 80% (on average 35.5 MPa) within 3 days for samples using MC-PowerFlow 
3100 additive. time, the samples in the manufacture of which the additive MC-PowerFlow 
2695 was used gained tempering strength (on average 19.8 MPa) after 7 days of storage. 
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Comparison of the strength between the samples from the solar and normal hardening 
chamber was also carried out. Specimens gaining strength in the solar chamber showed an 
accelerated strength gain under equal hardening conditions. The results are shown in table. 
2 and fig. 2 - 4. 

Table 2 

Concrete test results when stored in a solar chamber 

Name W/B Days 
Compressive 

strength, MPa 
Compressive 

strength gain,% 

MC-PowerFlow 3100 0,3 

1 21,4 169,8 
3 35,5 127,7 
7 43,2 122,0 
14 49,4 118,8 
28 50,7 101,6 

MC-PowerFlow 2695 0,32 

1 3,9 354,5 
3 12,3 241,2 
7 19,8 167,8 
14 26,5 162,6 
28 28,2 106,4 

 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of the compressive strength of concrete versus its age, using 

additives of plasticizers, when storing samples in a solar chamber. 

During the experiments, the strength characteristics of the concrete mixture were 
established. Heating in the solar chamber greatly accelerated the strength development of 
the samples with the use of MC-PowerFlow 2695 additive, so the samples kept in the solar 
chamber on the first day showed strength 254.5% higher than similar samples from the 
normal hardening chamber. On the 3rd day of storage, the maximum increase was 141.2%, 
on the 7th day - 67.8%, on the 14th day - 62.2% and on the 28th day - 6.4%. At the same 
time, samples with MC-PowerFlow 3100 additive showed less speed gain due to the initial 
accelerating properties of the concrete mix.  

The experiments were carried out in the springtime of the year, which is not the 
hottest, and the solar chamber works entirely on solar energy and is completely dependent 
on the ambient temperature. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of concrete compressive strength versus its age depending on storage 

conditions using MC-PowerFlow 3100 additive. 
 

 
Figure 4. Comparison of concrete compressive strength versus its age depending on storage 

conditions, using MC-PowerFlow 2695 additive. 
 

To determine the efficiency of the solar chamber, thermometers were installed to 
measure the temperature of the environment, concrete mixture and the temperature inside 
the solar chamber. In the course of the experiment, the maximum temperature values were 
revealed: the environment - 38 °C, the solar chamber - 46 °C and the concrete mix 52 °C. 

 

Main conclusions 
Experiments were carried out on two additives of superplasticizers manufactured by 

MC-Bauchemie showed that the use of a solar chamber significantly improves the initial set 
of strength, and helps to gain tempering strength in the shortest possible time, which in turn 
accelerates construction. Also, on the 3rd day of holding, the samples with the addition of 
MC-PowerFlow 2695 showed 43% strength, and the samples with the addition of MC-
PowerFlow 3100 showed 70% strength. The use of a solar chamber does not increase the 
maximum strength of concrete, but only contributes to a faster gain in strength, and the 
combination with additives that accelerate the development of strength reduces the 
advisability of using a solar chamber. The paper presents a variant of calculating the solar 
chamber, which can be used to further improve existing and create new efficient solar 
chambers and is one of the directions for the development of precast concrete production in 
areas with hot climates. 
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